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Book 5
The beloved romantic comedy classic from USA Today
bestselling author Mindy Klasky, now in a 15th Anniversary
Edition, including an all-new Author’s Note! New witch Jane
Madison is learning a magical lesson the hard way: use it or
lose it! Juggling major deadlines at work and a jam-packed
social schedule, librarian Jane took a break from her arcane
life. Now, her magic is taking a break from her. Her books are
fading, her runes are crumbling, and her entire witchy
collection—including her compelling arcane protector David
Montrose—may soon be lost. Ordinarily, Jane would just
buckle down like a good witch and work a little magic. But her
emotions are haywire after an, ahem, unexpectedly amorous
encounter with David. And her love life gets even more
complicated when she meets a great guy—the type of man a
smart woman marries. Confused and desperate, Jane stakes
everything on one last-ditch spell. Will Jane get her magic
back—along with the man she loves? Or will she be finished
as a witch forever? If you like romantic comedy, romcom,
chicklit, or humorous and funny stories about libraries,
librarians, witches, witchcraft, magic, fantasy, supernatural or
paranormal events, in the vein of The Kiss Quotient, The
Hating Game, 99 Percent Mine, The Unhoneymooners, or
Practical Magic, you will love this book! Magical Washington
includes The Washington Witches Series, the Washington
Vampires Series, the Washington Warders, and the
Washington Medical: Vampire Ward Series: Girl's Guide to
Witchcraft Sorcery and the Single Girl Magic and the Modern
Girl Single Witch's Survival Guide Joy of Witchcraft Capitol
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Magic "Dreaming of a Witch Christmas" "Nice Witches Don't
Swear" Fright Court Law and Murder High Stakes Trial
“Stake Me Out to the Ball Game” The Library, the Witch, and
the Warder The Witch Doctor Is In Fae's Anatomy The Lady
Doctor is a Vamp 040721mkm
The beloved romantic comedy classic from USA Today
bestselling author Mindy Klasky, now in a 15th Anniversary
Edition, including an all-new Author’s Note! Jane Madison's
life is perfect. She's left her unsatisfying librarian job, moved
to the country with her boyfriend David Montrose (who is also
her sworn astral protector), and opened a school for witches.
Alas, Jane never thought teaching a couple of students would
be so challenging. And she didn’t expect Hecate’s Court to
mandate a Major Working by Halloween. She never imagined
her feline familiar would grow disenchanted with all things
magical. Worst of all, though, she never dreamed that she
and David would fight about every single aspect of living and
teaching together. Before long, Jane wonders if she should
ditch her school. But that would have dire magical
repercussions—in addition to tossing her love-life in the trash.
Can Jane find a survival guide in time to rescue the Jane
Madison Academy—and her relationship with David? If you
like romantic comedy, romcom, chicklit, or humorous and
funny stories about libraries, librarians, witches, witchcraft,
magic, fantasy, supernatural or paranormal events, in the vein
of The Kiss Quotient, The Hating Game, 99 Percent Mine,
The Unhoneymooners, or Practical Magic, you will love this
book! Magical Washington includes The Washington Witches
Series, the Washington Vampires Series, the Washington
Warders, and the Washington Medical: Vampire Ward Series:
Girl's Guide to Witchcraft Sorcery and the Single Girl Magic
and the Modern Girl Single Witch's Survival Guide Joy of
Witchcraft Capitol Magic "Dreaming of a Witch Christmas"
"Nice Witches Don't Swear" Fright Court Law and Murder
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High Stakes Trial “Stake Me Out to the Ball Game” The
Library, the Witch, and the Warder The Witch Doctor Is In
Fae's Anatomy The Lady Doctor is a Vamp 040721mkm
The doctor will see you now! Ashley McDonnell: Doctor.
Hospital administrator. Witch. Nick Raines: Tough guy. Secret
service agent. Vampire. Bad news comes in threes at Empire
General Hospital. One: The hospital’s operating license is in
jeopardy. Two: The most valuable supernatural drug in
Washington DC has been stolen from a seemingly
impenetrable safe. Three: Ashley McDonnell has lost her
magical powers. Newly turned vampire Nick Raines shows up
at Empire General the night everything goes wrong. How will
Ash turn things around when the vampire who makes her
hormones hum might be the man sabotaging her career?
Magical Washington includes The Washington Witches
Series, the Washington Vampires Series, the Washington
Warders Series, and the Washington Medical: Vampire Ward
Series: Girl's Guide to Witchcraft Sorcery and the Single Girl
Magic and the Modern Girl Capitol Magic Single Witch's
Survival Guide Joy of Witchcraft "Dreaming of a Witch
Christmas" "Nice Witches Don't Swear" Fright Court Law and
Murder High Stakes Trial “Stake Me Out to the Ball Game”
The Library, the Witch, and the Warder The Witch Doctor Is In
Fae's Anatomy The Lady Doctor is a Vamp If you like vampire
romance, witch romance, paranormal romance, urban
fantasy, cozy paranormal novels, chicklit (chick-lit), romcom
(romantic comedy), or medical fiction then this is the book for
you! 112321mkm
A naïve, innocent woman too sweet for her own good meets a
man too bad for words in this sexy stand-alone baseball
romance! Hotheaded Tyler Brock has one huge strike against
him when he arrives in Raleigh as the Rockets' star first
baseman: he owes one hundred hours of community service
for starting a bar fight. Lost in a new town with a new team,
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Tyler can't confide his greatest shame to anyone—he can't
read. When he's assigned to work for Emily Holt, he's in even
bigger trouble. Emily is beautiful, uptight, and ready to shed
her secret, unwanted virginity. They hit it off, in more ways
than one. But when illiterate Tyler shirks his book-bound
community service, Emily must hold him accountable. Can
this mismatched pair save each other by sharing their longheld secrets? This spicy stand-alone HEA with no cliffhanger
is the third book in USA Today bestselling author Mindy
Klasky’s Diamond Brides baseball series. The Diamond
Brides Baseball Series: Each volume can be read on its own,
and the series can be read in any order. Perfect Pitch (DJ
Thomas and Samantha Winger) Catching Hell (Zach Ormond
and Anna Benson) Reaching First (Tyler Brock and Emily
Holt) Second Thoughts (Nick Durban and Jamie Martin) Third
Degree (Josh Cantor and Ashley Harris) Stopping Short
(Drew Marshall and Jessica Barnes) From Left Field (Adam
Sartain and Haley Thurman) Center Stage (Ryan Green and
Lindsey Ormond) Always Right (Kyle Norton and Amanda
Carter) If you like passionate stories that include an opposites
attract relationship between a disabled hero who has dyslexia
and a criminal past and an innocent, naïve, virgin heroine
who happens to be a vegetarian, as well as major league
baseball, athletes, sports, alpha males, a bad boy hero, a
strong female lead, and a sexy, spicy, hot contemporary
romance beach read, this is the book for you! 032919mkm
This book marks twenty years since the publication of
Professor Ronald Hutton’s The Triumph of the Moon, a major
contribution to the historical study of Wicca. Building on and
celebrating Hutton’s pioneering work, the chapters in this
volume explore a range of modern magical, occult, and
Pagan groups active in Western nations. Each contributor is a
specialist in the study of modern Paganism and occultism,
although differ in their embrace of historical, anthropological,
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and psychological perspectives. Chapters examine not only
the history of Wicca, the largest and best-known form of
modern Paganism, but also modern Pagan environmentalist
and anti-nuclear activism, the Pagan interpretation of fairy
folklore, and the contemporary ‘Traditional Witchcraft’
phenomenon.
From 1894/95-1935/36, pt.6 of each volume is issued
separately, with titles, 1894/95-1902/03: Code list of
merchant vessels of the United States; 1903/04-1935/36:
Seagoing vessels of the United States.
Louis Armstrong’s Hot Five and Hot Seven Recordings by
Brian Harker (Oxford University Press, April 2011) / 208
pages / 6 x 9 / $74 (cloth), $16.95 (paper)PubAlley: 70 units,
$5,180.00 (cloth); 234 units, $4,033.67 (paper)BookScan: 6
records (cloth); 233 records (paper)WorldCat: 466 records
In the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus of Nazareth makes
reference to one of the oldest beliefs in the ancient world—the
malignity of an Evil Eye. The Holy Scriptures in their original
languages contain no less than twenty-four references to the
Evil Eye, although this is obscured by most modern Bible
translations. John H. Elliott’s Beware the Evil Eye describes
this belief and associated practices, its history, its voluminous
appearances in ancient cultures, and the extensive research
devoted to it over the centuries in order to unravel this
enigma for readers who have never heard of the Evil Eye and
its presence in the Bible. The four volumes cover the ancient
world from Sumer to the Middle Ages.
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert
of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly made a place for
itself as the trusted resource for readers across the country.
With award-winning writing and photography covering
everything from politics and food to theater and fashion, the
magazine's consistent mission has been to reflect back to its
audience the energy and excitement of the city itself, while
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celebrating New York as both a place and an idea.
Wicca, a positive, Earth-based spiritual practice, is both old
and new, traditional and ever-changing- and Michele Morgan
has captured its essence in this small book. She invites
readers to follow their hearts into a spiritual practice that has
sustained ancestors from time immemorial. In Simple Wicca,
practitioner Michele Morgan dispels the many myths that
surround this centuries-old tradition, explains its main tenets,
and offers interested readers the basics of how to begin to
practice. While other books have been written on Wicca, none
are as straightforward and easy to follow. Simple Wicca offers
not only practical guidance in the craft, but also an emotional
and spiritual understanding of the practice.

Desmond M. Clarke presents a thematic history of
French philosophy from the middle of the sixteenth
century to the beginning of Louis XIV's reign. While
the traditional philosophy of the schools was taught
throughout this period by authors who have faded
into permanent obscurity, a whole generation of
writers who were not professional
philosophers—some of whom never even attended a
school or college—addressed issues that were
prominent in French public life. Clarke explores such
topics as the novel political theory espoused by
monarchomachs, such as Bèze and Hotman, against
Bodin's account of absolute sovereignty; the
scepticism of Montaigne, Charron, and Sanches; the
ethical discussions of Du Vair, Gassendi, and
Pascal; innovations in natural philosophy that were
inspired by Mersenne and Descartes and
implemened by members
of the Académie royale
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des sciences; theories of the human mind from Jean
de Silhon to Cureau de la Chambre and Descartes;
and the novel arguments in support of women's
education and equality that were launched by De
Gournay, Du Bosc, Van Schurman and Poulain de la
Barre. The writers involved were lawyers, political
leaders, theologians, and independent scholars and
they acknowledged, almost unanimously, the
authority of the Bible as a source of knowledge that
was claimed to be more reliable than the fragile
powers of human understanding. Since they could
not agree, however, on which books of the Bible
were canonical or how that should be understood,
their discussions raised questions about faith and
reason that mirrored those involved in the infamous
Galileo affair.
The taming of the vampire! Kate Thorne: Debt-ridden
doctor. Sharp-witted cynic. Vampire. Peter Carver:
Billionaire entrepreneur. Silver-tongued player.
Vampire, too. When Kate’s medical school loans
come due, her only recourse is to become her
mother’s corporate spy in Washington DC.
Peter—unaware that he is Kate’s target—considers
the prickly doctor a sexy challenge to seduce. Kate
sets the record straight with some choice words and
a well-placed stiletto heel. But Peter’s attention
opens the door to a debt-free future, if only strongwilled Kate will submit. Can this shrew be tamed and
still respect herself in the morning? Magical
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Washington includes The Washington Witches
Series, the Washington Vampires Series, the
Washington Warders Series, and the Washington
Medical: Vampire Ward Series: Girl's Guide to
Witchcraft Sorcery and the Single Girl Magic and the
Modern Girl Capitol Magic Single Witch's Survival
Guide Joy of Witchcraft "Dreaming of a Witch
Christmas" "Nice Witches Don't Swear" Fright Court
Law and Murder High Stakes Trial “Stake Me Out to
the Ball Game” The Library, the Witch, and the
Warder The Witch Doctor Is In Fae's Anatomy The
Lady Doctor is a Vamp If you like vampire romance,
paranormal romance, urban fantasy, cozy
paranormal novels, chicklit (chick-lit), romcom
(romantic comedy), or medical fiction then this is the
book for you! 112321mkm
In the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus of Nazareth
makes reference to one of the oldest beliefs in the
ancient world - the malignity of an Evil Eye. The Holy
Scriptures in their original languages contain no less
than twenty-four references to the Evil Eye, although
this is obscured by most modern Bible translations.
John H. Elliott's Beware the Evil Eye describes this
belief and associated practices, its history, its
voluminous appearances in ancient cultures, and the
extensive research devoted to it over the centuries in
order to unravel this enigma for readers who have
never heard of the Evil Eye and its presence in the
Bible. This is the first of a four-volume work on the
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Evil Eye.
A secret baby gives reunited lovers a second chance
in this sexy stand-alone baseball romance!
Photographer Jamie Martin gave up her fast-paced
New York career and moved to Raleigh, NC to raise
an unexpected blessing: her daughter Olivia.
Desperate for clients, Jamie is thrilled to land a job
with the Rockets baseball team...until she discovers
she must work with her ex-fiancé, who doesn't know
he fathered her child. Career-driven second
baseman Nick Durban broke up with Jamie at
college graduation so they both could follow their
dreams. Seven years later, he gets a reality check
when he learns about Olivia. Jamie is so determined
to keep Nick out of her life that she tries online
dating, never dreaming he is her perfect electronic
match. Can this out-of-sync couple get past their
second thoughts and learn to trust each other again?
This spicy stand-alone HEA with no cliffhanger is the
fourth book in USA Today bestselling author Mindy
Klasky’s Diamond Brides baseball series. The
Diamond Brides Baseball Series: Each volume can
be read on its own, and the series can be read in
any order. Perfect Pitch (DJ Thomas and Samantha
Winger) Catching Hell (Zach Ormond and Anna
Benson) Reaching First (Tyler Brock and Emily Holt)
Second Thoughts (Nick Durban and Jamie Martin)
Third Degree (Josh Cantor and Ashley Harris)
Stopping Short (Drew Marshall and Jessica Barnes)
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From Left Field (Adam Sartain and Haley Thurman)
Center Stage (Ryan Green and Lindsey Ormond)
Always Right (Kyle Norton and Amanda Carter) If
you like passionate stories that include a secret
baby, reunion, and second chance romance for
college sweethearts, with a smart driven hero and a
single parent (single mother or single mom) heroine
trying to find love through online dating, major
league baseball, athletes, sports, alpha males, a bad
boy hero, a strong female lead, and a sexy, spicy,
hot contemporary romance beach read, this is the
book for you! 032919mkm
Strong women meet cocky baseball players in three
sexy stand-alone baseball romances! Perfect Pitch:
Love is forbidden as beauty queen Samantha
Winger prepares to launch a pageant-sponsored
music program for kids. Samantha is willing to follow
the rules until left-handed pitcher DJ Thomas throws
her a wild pitch—a very public kiss neither of them
can forget. Catching Hell: Team owner Anna Benson
is a willing “May” to catcher Zach Ormond very sexy
“December.” Anna’s had a crush on Zach since she
was a girl. That makes it all the more difficult when
she must trade him for the good of the Rockets, just
when she’d rather keep him forever—on her team
and in her bed. Reaching First: Hotheaded Tyler
Brock is assigned community service after a bar
fight, working for uptight Emily Holt. Emily is ready to
shed her secret, unwanted virginity, and the couple
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hits it off, in more ways than one. But when illiterate
Tyler shirks his book-bound community service,
Emily must hold him accountable. These spicy standalone HEAs with no cliffhangers are the first three
books in USA Today bestselling author Mindy
Klasky's Diamond Brides baseball series. The
Diamond Brides Baseball Series: Each volume can
be read on its own, and the series can be read in
any order. Perfect Pitch (DJ Thomas and Samantha
Winger) Catching Hell (Zach Ormond and Anna
Benson) Reaching First (Tyler Brock and Emily Holt)
Second Thoughts (Nick Durban and Jamie Martin)
Third Degree (Josh Cantor and Ashley Harris)
Stopping Short (Drew Marshall and Jessica Barnes)
From Left Field (Adam Sartain and Haley Thurman)
Center Stage (Ryan Green and Lindsey Ormond)
Always Right (Kyle Norton and Amanda Carter) If
you like passionate stories that include forbidden
love, a relationship between a single parent (single
dad or single father) and a beauty queen from a
beauty pageant like Miss America, an instant family,
a school music program, unrequited love, a May
December romance (between a cradle robber and
his boss), a no-trade clause contract dispute, love
that sparks amid medical crises in a hospital, an
opposites attract relationship between a disabled
hero who has dyslexia and a criminal past and an
innocent, naïve, virgin heroine who happens to be a
vegetarian, major league baseball, athletes, sports,
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alpha males, a bad boy hero, a strong female lead,
and a sexy, spicy, hot contemporary romance beach
read, this is the book for you! 032919mkm
The beloved romantic comedy classic from USA Today
bestselling author Mindy Klasky, now in a 15th Anniversary
Edition, including an all-new Author’s Note! It’s beginning to
look a lot like Yuletide… Newlywed Jane Madison needs to
find a gift for her husband and astral protector David
Montrose. A pen set and a necktie would be easy, but those
are hardly gifts of the heart. Fortunately, Jane does a little
witchy research and discovers the perfect present. But now
that she’s found it, she’s not certain she can afford it—in
terms of money or of magic! Will Yule be the most wonderful
time of the year? Or is Jane destined for a blue Christmas? If
you like short stories, especially Christmas stories (or stories
about Yule), romantic comedy, romcom, chicklit, or humorous
and funny stories about libraries, librarians, witches,
witchcraft, magic, fantasy, supernatural or paranormal events,
in the vein of The Kiss Quotient, The Hating Game, 99
Percent Mine, The Unhoneymooners, or Practical Magic, you
will love this book! Magical Washington includes The
Washington Witches Series, the Washington Vampires
Series, the Washington Warders, and the Washington
Medical: Vampire Ward Series: Girl's Guide to Witchcraft
Sorcery and the Single Girl Magic and the Modern Girl Single
Witch's Survival Guide Joy of Witchcraft Capitol Magic
"Dreaming of a Witch Christmas" "Nice Witches Don't Swear"
Fright Court Law and Murder High Stakes Trial “Stake Me
Out to the Ball Game” The Library, the Witch, and the Warder
The Witch Doctor Is In Fae's Anatomy The Lady Doctor is a
Vamp 040721mkm
The beloved romantic comedy classic from USA Today
bestselling author Mindy Klasky, now in a 15th Anniversary
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Edition, including an all-new Author’s Note! Witch Jane
Madison would be perfectly happy planning her wedding to
her astral protector, David Montrose. But how can she juggle
bridesmaid dresses and seating charts when she’s under
attack by magical monsters? Jane’s school for witches is in
session, and the first order of business is an intricate
Samhain ritual. In the midst of a sudden, unseasonable
rainstorm, a ravenous beast is released into the magic circle.
Jane succeeds in vanquishing the creature, but only with the
assistance of her sworn magical enemy. The disaster can’t
be coincidence. One of Jane’s students is a traitor. But can
Jane find the turncoat before she loses everything and
everyone she loves—including David? If you like romantic
comedy, romcom, chicklit, or humorous and funny stories
about libraries, librarians, witches, witchcraft, magic, fantasy,
supernatural or paranormal events, in the vein of The Kiss
Quotient, The Hating Game, 99 Percent Mine, The
Unhoneymooners, or Practical Magic, you will love this book!
Magical Washington includes The Washington Witches
Series, the Washington Vampires Series, the Washington
Warders, and the Washington Medical: Vampire Ward Series:
Girl's Guide to Witchcraft Sorcery and the Single Girl Magic
and the Modern Girl Single Witch's Survival Guide Joy of
Witchcraft Capitol Magic "Dreaming of a Witch Christmas"
"Nice Witches Don't Swear" Fright Court Law and Murder
High Stakes Trial “Stake Me Out to the Ball Game” The
Library, the Witch, and the Warder The Witch Doctor Is In
Fae's Anatomy The Lady Doctor is a Vamp 040721mkm
A marriage of convenience is must-see reality TV in this sexy
stand-alone baseball romance! Chef Ashley Harris wants to
own a restaurant—that's why she attended culinary school,
and that's why she tolerates working for the world's most
lecherous restaurateur. The Raleigh Rockets' third baseman
Josh Cantor wants to launch an investment restaurant with
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the family recipes he loved growing up. Josh has been
promised that treasure trove—but only if he can convince his
grandmother that he's dating again, after a traumatic divorce.
When a cooking reality show comes to Raleigh, Ashley and
Josh must compete against each other to achieve their
dreams—even when the flames in the bedroom roar higher
than the ones in their kitchens. In the end, only one cook can
win Who Wears the Apron. Will their relationship survive this
trial by fire? This spicy stand-alone HEA with no cliffhanger is
the fifth book in USA Today bestselling author Mindy
Klasky’s Diamond Brides baseball series. The Diamond
Brides Baseball Series: Each volume can be read on its own,
and the series can be read in any order. Perfect Pitch (DJ
Thomas and Samantha Winger) Catching Hell (Zach Ormond
and Anna Benson) Reaching First (Tyler Brock and Emily
Holt) Second Thoughts (Nick Durban and Jamie Martin) Third
Degree (Josh Cantor and Ashley Harris) Stopping Short
(Drew Marshall and Jessica Barnes) From Left Field (Adam
Sartain and Haley Thurman) Center Stage (Ryan Green and
Lindsey Ormond) Always Right (Kyle Norton and Amanda
Carter) If you like passionate stories that include a marriage
of convenience, southern living, reality tv cooking shows with
amazing food, chefs, and foodies, families coping with
Alzheimer’s, senility, dementia and other medical crises,
major league baseball, athletes, sports, alpha males, a bad
boy hero, a strong female lead, and a sexy, spicy, hot
contemporary romance beach read, this is the book for you!
032919mkm
The beloved romantic comedy classic from USA Today
bestselling author Mindy Klasky, now in a 15th Anniversary
Edition, including an all-new Author’s Note! Jane Madison
has a problem. Or two. Or three. She has a desperate crush
on her Imaginary Boyfriend, a man who doesn’t know she
exists. Her doting grandmother insists she meet her longPage 14/18
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absent mother. She’s working as a librarian, trapped in
absurd costumes and serving up lattes in a last-ditch effort to
keep her employer solvent. In lieu of a well-deserved raise,
Jane is allowed to live in an ancient cottage on the library
grounds. She soon discovers a hidden chamber filled with
magical books that awaken her inner witch. Her first spell
releases a smart-mouthed feline familiar. Her second makes
her irresistible to men. Those witchy workings draw a
compelling astral enforcer, David Montrose. Will magic—and
David—solve Jane’s problems? Or only bring her more
disasters? “[A]n irresistible tale of power and love, friendship
and acceptance… Charming and insightful.” — Romantic
Times If you like romantic comedy, romcom, chicklit, or
humorous and funny stories about libraries, librarians,
witches, witchcraft, magic, fantasy, supernatural or
paranormal events, in the vein of The Kiss Quotient, The
Hating Game, 99 Percent Mine, The Unhoneymooners, or
Practical Magic, you will love this book! Magical Washington
includes The Washington Witches Series, the Washington
Vampires Series, the Washington Warders, and the
Washington Medical: Vampire Ward Series: Girl's Guide to
Witchcraft Sorcery and the Single Girl Magic and the Modern
Girl Single Witch's Survival Guide Joy of Witchcraft Capitol
Magic "Dreaming of a Witch Christmas" "Nice Witches Don't
Swear" Fright Court Law and Murder High Stakes Trial
“Stake Me Out to the Ball Game” The Library, the Witch, and
the Warder The Witch Doctor Is In Fae's Anatomy The Lady
Doctor is a Vamp 030720mkm
This landmark study offers a rogues’ gallery of women—from
the Colonial Era to the 20th century—who answered abuse
and oppression with murder: “A classic” (Gloria Steinem).
Women rarely resort to murder. But when they do, they are
likely to kill their intimates: husbands, lovers, or children. In
Women Who Kill, journalist Ann Jones explores these
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homicidal patters and what they reflect about women and our
culture. She considers notorious cases such as axe-murderer
Lizzie Borden, acquitted of killing her parents; Belle Gunness,
the Indiana housewife turned serial killer; Ruth Snyder, the
“adulteress” electrocuted for murdering her husband; and
Jean Harris, convicted of shooting her lover, the famous
“Scarsdale Diet doctor.” Looking beyond sensationalized
figures, Jones uncovers different trends of female criminality
through American history—trends that reveal the evolving
forms of oppression and abuse in our culture. From the
prevalence of infanticide in colonial days to the poisoning of
husbands in the nineteenth century and the battered wives
who fight back today, Jones recounts the tales of dozens of
women whose stories, and reasons, would otherwise be lost
to history. First published in 1980, Women Who Kill is a
“provocative book” that “reminds us again that women are
entitled to their rage.” This 30th anniversary edition from
Feminist Press includes a new introduction by the author
(New York Times Book Review).

The award-winning author of The Winter Zoo
analyzes the American traditions of cutting loose,
"partying" or engaging in mischief to take breaks
from work and sobriety, describing the activities of
earlier centuries while sharing stories about the
entertainments of the modern world.
Joy of Witchcraft (15th Anniversary
Edition)Peabridge Press
A cocky baseball player shows his best friend's little
sister a good time after she's jilted in this sexy standalone baseball romance! Actress Lindsey Ormond
has always followed the rules: be nice, keep quiet,
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and never, ever get involved with a bad boy. But her
good behavior has yielded lousy results—she’s been
left at the altar for the second time in two years.
Raleigh Rockets center fielder Ryan Green keeps
life simple—play ball, have fun, and keep an eye on
his recently widowed father. When Ryan attends
Lindsey's disaster of a wedding, another sizzling task
hits his to-do list: help Lindsey learn how to break
the rules. Before long, Ryan is showing Lindsey just
how much fun she's been missing—in the bedroom
and beyond. But Lindsey's brother Zach is part of the
Rockets' management team, and he disapproves of
their new relationship. And Zach just offered Ryan's
father the job of a lifetime. When the conflict moves
center stage, how will Ryan balance his relationship
with Lindsey, his love for his father, and his duty to
the team? This spicy stand-alone HEA with no
cliffhanger is the eighth book in USA Today
bestselling author Mindy Klasky’s Diamond Brides
baseball series. The Diamond Brides Baseball
Series: Each volume can be read on its own, and the
series can be read in any order. Perfect Pitch (DJ
Thomas and Samantha Winger) Catching Hell (Zach
Ormond and Anna Benson) Reaching First (Tyler
Brock and Emily Holt) Second Thoughts (Nick
Durban and Jamie Martin) Third Degree (Josh
Cantor and Ashley Harris) Stopping Short (Drew
Marshall and Jessica Barnes) From Left Field (Adam
Sartain and Haley Thurman) Center Stage (Ryan
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Green and Lindsey Ormond) Always Right (Kyle
Norton and Amanda Carter) If you like passionate
stories that include an innocent, naïve, good girl
heroine who is a jilted (left at the altar) actress bride,
an easy-going, bad-boy hero who falls for his best
friend’s little sister, major league baseball, athletes,
sports, alpha males, a bad boy hero, a strong female
lead, and a sexy, spicy, hot contemporary romance
beach read, this is the book for you! 032919mkm
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